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mTRODUCTION.

The following work, though, complete in

itself, is but a specimen of a larger work, at

one time contemplated by me, which should

extend to all the Primitive Chinese Charac-

ters, including Clefs and Phonetics, and

which may be resumed at some future period,

should the demand appear to exist. The con-

sideration of the very small number of persons

hitherto interested in Chinese Literature, the

great expensiveness of the necessary woodcuts

to illustrate my views, and chiefly a predomi-

nating interest in other branches of philologi-

cal investigation on my own part, diverted my
attention from the original plan.

What is contained in this little treatise was

preparedj some five years ago, in the shape of

a paper for the American Ethnological Society,
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and read by me, by a special arrangement, for

the better exMbition of numerous large charts

by which it was illustrated, before the New

York Historical Society, in the University

Eooms. A report of that reading (Nov. 6th,

1849) appeared in an extra of the New York

Tribune, illustrated by woodcuts, accompanied

by a highly appreciative editorial notice. In

this ephemeral shape, it reached several distin-

guished scholars in this country and Europe,

from whom I have received urgent requests to

prosecute the same inquiries more at large,

and to consign them to a more permanent form.

I have not, however, until now, found the fit-

ting time to do so much as to prepare the pres-

ent work for the press.

The cause of this pressure upon my atten-

tion and time, and of this seeming neglect of a

matter not only interesting but valuable, in

the estimation of my friends, and in my own,

has been a series of investigations, and I may
say discoveries, in other branches of science,

which I am now bringing so far to a close
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as to be engaged in their preparation for pub-

lication.

In tbe department of philology, I have in a

state of some forwardness a work embracing

a fundamental analysis of the rootwords of

the leading classical and modern European

languages, from a point of view entirely novel

in this species of study, and which, I think, can-

not fail to exercise an important influence upon

all subsequent philological views and methods

of investigation. The plan is not unlike that

which prevails in this work, applied, however,

to the phonetic structure of the familiar words

of our own family of languages, instead of the

graphic structure of a remote and, for us,

"barbarian" tongue. The attempt will be

to found etymology upon a new science, which

I denominate Ideology—the Philosophical and

Historical Evolution ofHuman Thought, which

has underlaid and inspired the development of

'"human language, and is therefore logically

precedent to it. It will be found that I give to

this term, Ideology, an extension not contem-

plated by Destutt de Tracy, and, perhaps,
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others who may have employed it ; and that

what I mean is, in fact, entitled to be consid-

ered as a new science.

Such is my apology to the learned world, for

an apparent indolence in the cultivation of a

field of inquiry which promised such fruitful

results as this analysis of the Chinese written

symbols. Indeed, my attention was first drawn

to the Chinese language with a view to obtain-

ing aid, from the legitimate etymology of the

spoken language, in niy ideological investiga-

tions. In that point of view I could by no

means afford, now, to dispense with the evi-

dence which that remarkable language fur-

nishes in support of principles of great import-

ance, in the general treatment of mental and

lingual science.

The consideration of the Chinese written

system was, therefore, with me, an incident, a

sort of scientific excwrsus, rather than a delib-

erate undertaking; and, although I became"

so much interested in it as, at the time, to con-

template, as I haye mentioned, carrying the

same sort of analysis through all the simple
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characters, I was the more readily induced to

aljandon or postpone the design, and shall now

feel obliged to any learned and ingenious

Sinalogue who will finish the work.

To assure myself of the correctness and

value of my labors, such as they are, in this

department, I have submitted them to several

learned friends, both such as have not and

such as have a special knowledge of the Chi-

nese language ; and, for a similar assurance to

' the reader, I take the liberty to insert several

of their estimates.

The notice contained in the New. Y(/rk Tri-

hune was prepared by a gentleman of very

extensive acquaintance with languages, and of

considerable familiarity with philological mat-

ters generally, though not a Chinese scholar.

He has given the impression which the work

produced upon him, and it is as follows :

—

" The extent of space which we this mornlDg de-

vote to Mr. S. P. Aniteews' article on the Chinese

Language (which occupies nearly the whole of our

supplement) is abundantly justified by the nature of
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the article. In this view we opine that all compe-

tent persons, who shall peruse it, will agree with us

;

while every reader will be struck at finding a sub-

ject hitherto thought the perfection of all that is

complicated and difficult, rendered not only clear

and intelligible, but even interesting. In fact, we

regard the investigation of Mr. Andrews as the first

scientific and satisfactory opening of the Chinese

tongue to the Occidental world. Unless we are

much mistaken, he has done for that language what

the great ChampoUion did for the Ancient Egyp-

tian—^he has discovered the clue which reduces what

has heretofore appeared as only a mass of incongrui-

ties and confusion, into compact, accessible, and use-

ful order. There is, however, an important differ-

ence in the two cases ; namely, that the work of M.
ChampoUion was performed upon the monumental

inscriptions of a dead and obsolete nation, and could,

at best, only serve the purposes of the historian

;

while that of Mr. Andrews introduces us to the liv-

ing speech of the most numerous and industrious

people upon the globe, with whom we already carry

on a valuable trade, which, in the course of a hun-

dred years, will, for America especially, be extended

into relations of unknown variety and importance.

If, then, we are right in our estimate of the charac-
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ter of Mr. Andrews' discoveries, how great their

value and how opportunely they are made

!

" The gold of California, by expediting the settle-

ment of the western coast of this continent, must ex-

pedite the construction of that great national work,

the Pacific Kailroad. That road, once built, will not

only become the main channel of the trade of Eu-

rope and the East, but will open up new outlets for

our own products, and give a magnificent stimulus

to our industry. To the vast grain-growing region

of the Mississippi Valley, it will give a constant mar-

ket for its great staple ; to the penurious millions on

the other shore of the Pacific Ocean, it will supply

cheap food, and thus gradually fling into the long-

waiting social stagnation of those ancient kingdoms,

the impulses of "Western life and progressive energy,

bearing with them a purer morality and a divine

religion. In the course of events, the knowledge of

the Chinese language will be not only useful but

necessary, for commercial men and others who come

into connection with the Chinese people. That

knowledge Mr. Andrews renders easy of acquisition.

" But it is not necessary to dwell on what is so

remote, to give weight to Mr. Andrews' discovery.

The Chinese are the Yankees of Asia. They are by

nature emigrators and adventurers. Every region

and island of Eastern and Southern Asia bears wit-

1*
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ness to this. In Siam alone, there are three millions

of Chinese colonists. They have already begun to

make their appearance at San Francisco, and a large

part of the.future population of our Western shore

must inevitably be Chinese. In this view, to facili-

tate the understanding of their language is to ren-

der an important service, aside from all uses previ-

ously connected with the matter.

" To those who are not personally acquainted with

Mr. Andrews, we will say that he has hitherto been

chiefly known to the public as the leading propaga-

tor in this country of Pitman's admirable system of

Phonography. Many scientific and literary gentle-

men have been aware of his attainments in higher

branches of study, but to the public at large he is

now for the first time introduced as a profound and

learned philologist. "We are happy that this intro-

duction takes place through our columns, and by

means of so substantial and remarkable a work of

genius as the essay we this morning publish."

The alaove may be an over-estimate of

the importance of the work done. The fol-

lowing communication is from the Eev. E. W.
Syle, Missionary of the Protestant Episcopal

Church, for many years stationed at Shang-
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Hai, China. Wliile liberally appreciating the

kind of investigation of the language which I

have instituted, Mr. Syle suggests some deduc-

tions from the practical value of my system,

as an aid in the study of the language. He is

in a position, from his great familiarity with

the language itself, coupled with a decided

taste for philological pursuits, to take a more

discriminating view of the subject than a

merely Occidental scholar. Full force should

be given, therefore, to his critical observations.

The following letter, of which I have, by per-

mission, made a free use, will explain his

views.

53 Broadway, Ne-w York,

28th June, 1854.

My Dear Sie,

I regret that the pressure of other occupations

has caused me to delay, till now, my reply to your

first communication ; the second, dated the 26th,

came to hand yesterday, and I hasten now to

express the great interest with which I have studied

over your very interesting paper, entitled "Dis-

coveries in Chinese." '

i commenced its perusal with some prepossession
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against the view wkich you favor, as to the modus

formandi of the Chinese symbols ; and I am still at

issue with you as regards the probable priority of

the radical to the phonetic element, in the compound

characters.

[ The view here expressed by Mr. Syle, I have

transferred to page 37, where it will appear in

juxtaposition with my own theory upon the point

mooted, and will be far more intelligible to the

reader, than it would be here.]

Having thus relieved my mind of the one point

of difference between us, I feel the more at liberty

to express my conviction, that you have made a

very valuable contribution towards promoting the

study, amongst ourselves, of the Chinese language.

Being engaged, myself, at the present time,, in

endeavoring to disabuse the minds of some few

individuals, with regard to the insurmountable dif-

ficulty of acquiring the spoken dialects of China, I

feel especially interested for the success of this

effort of yours, to exhibit the beauty and expressive-

ness of their written forms. Not that I regard

your system as calculated to be of much avail, in

aiding a young student to learn to read Chinese

books as now written and printed j for, as you

•yourself are well aware, it is on the ancient rather

than on the modern form that yon rely, for exhibit-
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ing the rationale of composition in the various char-

acters (*p. 15). Nevertheless, the line of investigation

which you suggest is one which no one, with liberal

views of scholarship, would hesitate about approv-

ing ; and I may add that it is one which, I am con-

vinced (from partial trials made by myself, when in

China), would surprise and delight the native

Chinese themselves, and would impress them with

the peculiar superiority of our method of study.

Our peculiarity as students I take to be the free use

of analysis. For this, the Chinese have little taste
;

and as to their skill, we may judge of that from the

fact that the parts of speech are thrown by them

into only two classes, solid and empty ; that is,

nouns and verbs on the one hand, and all the rest

on the other. Of the solid class, the verbs are

called " living," and the nouns " dead "—adjectives

being put among the errvpty or unsubstantial par-

ticles. If the Chinese language is destined to sur-

vive, I expect that it will be indebted to the

treatment it will receive at the hands of the

missionaries and philologists of Christian lands;

and as we missionaries hope for good success in

reducing the various provincial dialects (better

called languages) into a leamable state, by writing

them out alphabetically, so we cannot but rejoice

at such attempts as this of yours, to show that the
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written style is something better than a " melange

hizarre de quarante-milU caracteres affreuxP

I trust that the time is not far distant when some

one or more of our universities, or large colleges,

will emulate Berlin and Paris and King's College,

London, and (latest, not least) old Oxford—vener-

able always, if not always so " wide awake " as

some other places ; in all these there are, or are

about to be, Chinese Professorships established.

Why should not Columbia College, or the New
York University, prove themselves not behind the

age in this matter ; unless, indeed, it be reserved

for California, to outstrip her elder sisters of the

East, and to show how extremes meet, by estab-

lishing there, in the remotest Occident, a new and

vigorous school for prosecuting Oriental studies ?

In regard to the form of the characters, I think

your engraver has succeeded remarkably well ; I

see nothing to call for the cutting over again of any

of them. So also as to the spelling ; whilst there

is a great diversity in the manner of pronunciation

among Sinalogues, I think you have made a very

good approximation to the " Nankia Mandarin,"

which is the best standard, though some of the most

recent scholars—e. g. Meadows—affect the more
prolonged, Pekin style of utterance. It should be

mentioned by you that your vowels are to be pro-
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nounced after the Continental method: English

readers would be apt to miscall them ; and therefore

it is best, I think, when writing for our countrymen,

to use the spelling of Morrison's Dictionary ; but

Gallery's answers very well.

Tour explanations, as to the rationale of com-

bination , commend themselves to anyone who will

pause to examine them. They furnish their own

evidence, like the solution of an enigma. I feel

that any thing like an endorsement of your etymol-

ogies is uncalled for ; those for whom you write

are students, and no. student would thank another

for teUing him how the word " alphabet " came to

mean what it now does."

I am yours very truly,

E. W. SYLE.

S. P. Andeews, Esq.

The force of the atove objection— (*p. 13)

—is very much weakened, if not entirely

destroyed, by taking into account the fact,

that the whole number of emblems (like the

i/ree herein treated of) is a mere handful—^less,

even, than the smallest class of Chinese charac-

ters, as they are now classified ; that the devia-

tion between the ancient and the modern form.
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although frequently considerable, is gener-

ally uniform ; that is, that the same modern

shape nearly always answers to the same

ancient shape ; so that one has only to

learn what this deviation is, in this mere

handful of original emblems^ to be prepared

to evolve the analogies, and establish or recog-

nize the etymologies of- the most complex

characters (made up of these emblems), in the

modern scrvpt si/yh as readily as in the ancient.

A little trial upon the tree emblem, as here

exhibited, will convince the scholar how read-

ily he associates the modern form with the an-

cient, and that he has to learn that association

only for once, in order to avail himself of it

everywhere, throughout not only the one hun-

dred and forty-one comparatively simple tree

characters here treated of, but equally through-

out several thousand more complex characters

made up by composition. The modern figure

is not, it is true, quite so good a picture of a

tree as the ancient ; but once learned, as a tree

its uses are just as obvious ; and, in doing this,

the intermediation of the ancient form is of im-
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mense service as a mnemonic aid, wMle tlie

number of these transitions, to be learned, is

so limited as to reduce tbe labor to a mere

trifle. This view of the subject would, I have

no doubt, modify the opinion expressed by Mr.

Syle. It is true, that a good application of

this method to the practical study of the lan-

guage, requires the preparation of books ex-

pressly for the purpose, and that more atten-

tion be given to the ancient forms, than has

been given by Chinese students heretofore.

Such a change, however, involves no serious

objections, if the system be really more val-

uable.

The following letter is from Yung Wing, a

young Chinaman of excellent ability, now

about graduating from Yale College, to which

he was transferred from one of the Mission

Schools at Canton. He is nearly, or perhaps

quite, the first of his countrymen who has,

almost entirely, mastered the English lan-

guage. This accomplishment, the education

he has received, and his native talent, com-

bine to promise for hitn an important career
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in his own country, where passing events of

great moment tend to put the external rela-

tions of China upon an entirely new basis.

Perhaps Mr. Yung (in Chinese the given name

comes last), who intends going to China the

coming fall, may, at no distant day, return as

embassador of the Imperial Court of Pekin

near the government of the United States, the

first of his nation to assume such duties

abroad ! He speaks cautiously upon the sub-

ject in hand, from the fact, that a critical study

of his own language has been less a specialty,

with him, than the acquisition of the strange

learning which he has been engaged in de-

riving from us. It is to the written system, of

coti/rse, to which my method, as here developed,

applies.

Yale College, New Haven,

July Sth, 1854.

Deae Sir,

I was deeply interested in looking over the

method you have adopted to facilitate the acqui-

sition of the Chinese written language by mission-

aries, or by other foreigners. I can only say, that,
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if you can take each of all the number of simple

elements, and trace every one of them, throughout

the whole body of the written language, and at

the same time give to each character containing

the element or elements, the right, or the most prob-

able signification, I have no doubt, at least with

my present view on the subject, that your ana-

lytical and comparative method (I mean the com-

parison of the old with the new form of the same

element) will prove a valuable aid to the student

of the Chinese language, in mastering the mean-

ing of Chinese characters. Allow me to state here,

that it is in mastering the meaning only, that your

method, if it prove successful, will be valuable

;

for, as the written language, in its present state, is

not phonetic, neither analysis, nor synthesis, nor

both, could aid the student in learning the names

of each character. As an illustration of my view,

I think it is M. Callery, who, I was told, could de-

cipher the meaning of any Chinese character,

without being able to pronounce its name. I

therefore repeat, that your method will be valua-

ble in mastering the meaning only of the written

Chinese language.

I remain, most respectfully yours,

YUNG WING.

To Stephen Pearl Andrews.
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While, on th.e one hand, tlie views of expe-

rienced Chinese scholars are entitled to great

consideration, I am conscious, on the other,

that a full appreciation of the potency of the

analytical and comparative system of study,

herein inaugurated, can hardly result from a

merely theoretical or cursory examination. An
actual use of the system, in the acquisition of

the language, is the only sufficient test. To

this I appeal, with entire confidence that re-

sults will exceed the most sanguine expecta-

tions.

S. P. A]!^DREWS.

33 Cottage Flace^ JST. Y.

July, 1854.



DISCOYERIES IN CHmESE.

" It is a just and true remark of the Eev.

Mr. Gutzlaff," observes tlie learned Mr. Dupon-

ceau, " tliat nothing has so puzzled the learned

world, in Europe, as the Chinese language ;"

and, notwithstanding the success which attend-

ed the endeavors of Mr. Duponceau to dispel

the fanciful and extravagant notions which

then prevailed respecting it, the results of

more soher investigations have left this re-

markable structure, still, as great a puzzle as

ever.

The term, " the Chinese Language," is used,

indiscriminately, for the spoken language em-

ployed by the inhabitants of China as the

great national form of speech, and for tJie writ-

ten system by which the spoken language is

represented. Both are equally curious, and

alike remote from the ordinary analogies of

other languages ; while, as between themselves,
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they stand at tlie opposite extremes from each

other, in point of development.

The spoken language of China is excessively

meager, consisting of no more than four hun-

dred and fifty words—all monosyllables—with-

out composition, and perfectly destitute of in-

flexions, or grammatical forms of any sort, for

number, gender, person, mode, or tense. The
written language, on the other hand, though

without an alphabet, is abundantly copious,

consisting of not less than thirty thousand

characters, expressive of nearly as great a va-

riety of idea, as the vocabularies of the most

cultivated languages of Europe.

It is a matter of course, that any description,

so brief and summary as the preceding, should

admit of considerable modification in details.

It is not strictly true, for example, that all the

spoken words of the language are monosylla-

bles ; a few having two or three vowel-sounds,

pronounced quite distinctly from each other.

So, the number of words is rather apparently,

than actually, so very limited ; there being, in

fact what amounts to composition of words,

though both the genius of the spoken language

and the system of writing have prevented it

from appearing as such. Again, by the use of

the remarkable system of intonations, which
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belongs to the Chinese, Cochin Chinese, Sia-

mese, and other languages of that family, the

monosyllabic elements themselves are aug-

mented to about twelve hundred.. So, also,

grammatical phenomena, though not marked
by inflexions, are indicated to some extent by
the order in which the words succeed each

other, and by a system, poorly developed and

defined, of auxiliary verbs.

In a similar manner, the number of written

characters, which constitute the effective body
of the language, admits of various estimation.

Including duplicates, obsolete, and variant

forms, there are, in all, not less than sixty

thousand characters ; while, on the other hand,

a knowledge of only ten thousand is regarded

as making a thorough Chinese scholar, and five

thousand will cover all which are necessary for

a general course of reading, apart from techni-

cal works. Even three thousand are enough

for some styles.

The wonderful discrepancy, between the

number of the spoken words and that of the

written characters by which they are repre-

sented, results from the fact that the spoken

words being so very few, each one has a great

variety of significations, which are distin-

guished from each other, in speech, by the
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connection of the sentence, and by other spe-

cial contrivances ; while, in writing, each, dis-

tinct signification is represented by a different

character. This is illustrated, in English, by

the different methods of exhibiting to the eye

the written words rite, rigid, wright, and write,

all of which represent precisely the same spo-

ken utterance or word, but in different signifi-

cations.

The Chinese characters vary in complexity

from one up to fifty-two distinct strokes of the

pencil. The more complex characters are

made up of combinations of the more simple

characters ; so that there are between one and

two -thousand characters only, out of whtichi all

the others are formed, and which may there-

fore be regarded as the elementary portion of

the language.

Among these elementary characters, there

are a few, which are obviously pictorial or sym-

bolic of the objects or ideas which they repre-

sent, especially as they appear in their more
ancient forms. Thus, the characters for the

sun and moon, and a few of the most familiar

objects, have retained so striking a likeness to

their original design, as to be recognized on all

hands. But the number of such is extremely

small.
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The same narrow circle of examples is

adduced by eacL. successive writer to eluci-

date, as matter of curious observation, ' tbe

manner in which, the Chinese written system

had its origin ; and the subject is then aban-

doned as fruitless of any practical utility in

acquiring or understanding the language. It

has become the universally accepted belief,

that the great mass of the characters have

undergone such radical changes of form,

during the immense period of years which has

elapsed since their invention, that it is quite

hopeless to attempt to recover any satisfactory

knowledge of the primitive idea which presided

over their formation. The learned world has

settled quietly down into the conviction that

all who would learn Chinese must submit

to the necessity of committing slowly and

laboriously to memory successive thousands of

purely arbitrary characters, as the Chinese

themselves have done for many ages—a task

which is truly Herculean, and which it is

barely possible to achieve, unless it is begun

in infancy and continued through the best

period of life.

I think I am now able to demonstrate that
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this belief is erroneous, and to furnisli a clue

wMch will lead not only to a more philoso-

pMcal and pleasant, but to a far more rapid

and thorougb metbod of acquiring tbe ability

to read tbe Chinese language.

A few preliminary remarks upon the history,

varieties, and characteristics of Chinese writing,

in addition to what has been said, will, it is

hoped, enable even those least addicted to

this kind of inquiry, to understand clearly and

intelligently the nature and somewhat of the

importance of the discoveries which I believe

I have been successful in making in this de-

partment of scientific investigation.

It is related in the Chinese traditions of the

very earliest times, that the first settlers of the

Empire preserved their records of passing

events by means of knotted cords,—a habit

similar to that which prevailed among the

Peruvians. They soon, however, passed to

inscriptions of a symbolic or representative

nature, beginning in simple pictures of objects.

The style of writing which they deem the

most ancient, is denominated the Kit Wen, or

Ancient Ornaments^ of which specimens are

exhibited upon the following page. The tra-

dition of the knotted cords is confirmed by the
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emlblem of the cord contained in some of the

characters in the present volume, and which

still exhibits the knots or loops. The follow-

ing pictures are obvious enough in their design.

A TOETOISE.

A riSH.

A EOT.

"tXl"

The several characters in each"of the lines

above, are varieties of the same word in dif-

ferent forms of representation. The characters

of the Kv, Wen, though called a style of

writing, bear so much more analogy to

engraving or ordinary pictures for ornamental

purposes, as to afford little aid, as I find, in
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deciphering the original designs of the char-

acters in use for writing purposes. They are

now found in books merely as curious anti-

quarian monuments, and are said to have

been taken from vases, tripods, bells, and

other brazen ornaments, which have been

carefully preserved in the temples of the

idols. They are all extremely elaborate, and

varied, apparently according to the 'taste or

whim of each individual artist. It does not

appear that any book was ever written in

this style of characters, or that they were

ever applied to literary purposes ; and, inas-

much as they were evidently the production

of fancy, rather than the elements of a neces-

sary art, which is known to have originated

with the very rise of the Chinese nation, I

think there is strong reason to doubt their

claim to superior antiquity to that of the next

style which I am about to mention. For
these reasons, we may for the most part

discard them from consideration, for the

present purpose.

Of the remaining styles of characters prop-

erly called writing, there are three principal

and important ones. The first of these to be
mentioned, is the Si6,o Chuen or Ancient
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Classical Style, whicli had its origin in tlie

remotest antiquity of tlie nation—certainly

not less tlian four thousand years ago—and

has been wonderfully preserved as, perhaps,

the very earliest monument of the operations

of the human intellect, now extant. The first

books written in China appeared in this

character. In it the great Confucius indited

his sage and venerated instructions ; and it is

still in familiar use for inscriptions, the titles

of books, and the like, furnishing a , striking

illustration of the enduring nature of Chinese

habits and institutions.

Of this style of writing there were also al-

most an infinite number of varieties or bastard

imitations, during the centuries that preceded

the Christian era, and while China remained a

loose and fluctuating assemblage of distinct

nationalities. These differences may, however,

have been nothing more than the result of that

fancy and love of ornament and variety which

have given rise to the German Text, the Old

English Black Letter, etc., among us. At all

events, it appears that the ancient classical

style proper maintained itself in a distinct and

well-defined condition. It is characterized by
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circular and curved lines, and was written witli

a style, upon slips of bamboo, smooth, pieces of

wood, or leaves, as writing is still done in

Southern India.

The modern classical style^ that in whicb the

great mass of modern books are printed, and

which is also used extensively for manuscript

purposes, dates back to the third century of

the Christian era, and has its origin in the

change which naturally resulted from tbe in-

troduction and invention of paper and ink and

the pencil as instruments for writing. It was

subsequently somewhat modified also by the

process of wood-cutting for printing purposes,

and the result has been a style of characters

differing, as a general characteristic, from the

ancient classical in the fact that the strokes

are heavy or fat^ and straight or angular, in-

stead of circular. Beside this, there are, of

course, numerous other minor differences, re-

sulting from the mere wear and tear of time.

The cursive style is the running hand, corre-

sponding to our manuscript, though not so

universally used, as many prefer always to pre-

serve the full classical form of the characters

in writing.
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The following are specimens of cliaracters in

these three styles :
—

Anc. Classical. Mod. Classical. Cursive.

THE SUN.

© g 13

THE MOON.

A MAK".

A >- ^
It has been already observed that some few

of the Chinese characters, especially those

which represent the most common objects and

ideas, as the Sun and Moon, a Man, a Tree,

etc., are so obviously pictures or symbols, that

they have always been recognized as such ; and

I have chosen these words for examples, to

illustrate that fact as well.

The first European Sinalogues, carried away

by this observation, and astonished to find the

same system of writing prevailing over a vast

portion of the earth where it appeared that

different languages were spoken, ran into the
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most extravagant conceptions of its structure

and properties. They supposed tliat it con-

sisted of a wonderful collection of ideographic

symbols, so perfectly devised as to be quite in-

telligible when addressed to the eye of a per-

son who understood nothing of the spoken

language to which they related ; or rather that

they related to no spoken language whatso-

ever, and that in some magical way, a Chinese,

a Cochin-Chinese, and a Japanese, who had

never seen each other before, and who could

not understand a word of each other's con-

versation, were able to communicate intelligi-

bly with each other as soon as writing was re-

sorted to. Notwithstanding the contradiction

of their own senses, and their inability to un-

derstand these so-called intelligible symbols,

they promulgated this theory to the world

;

and the delusion was never entirely dispelled

until our distinguished countryman, Mr. Du-

ponceau, devoted an elaborate treatise to

demonstrating its absurdity, showing that

the Chinese written language is only intelligi-

ble to the people of different nations, in the

same manner and degree as the Latin is intel-

ligible to the learned of different countries in

Europe, when written or printed, while their
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differences of pronunciation -would prevent

tlieni from understanding eacli other if they

were to speak it. Since then, the learned

world has leaned quite to an opposite extreme,

called the phonetic theory, contended for by
Mr. Duponceau, and since made the hasis, by
M. Gallery, a French Catholic missionary at

Macao, of his great work called 8ysterna JPTw-

neticwm Scripturm Sinicce.

This theory asserts that the great body of

the characters of the Chinese system of writing

are not ideographic, or that they are so in part

only, while they are also phonetic; that is,

that they have been formed upon the plan of

denoting the sound of the spoken words which

they represent, in a manner somewhat similar

to that which the Egyptologists demonstrate to

be the basis of the ancient Egyptian writing,

and allied to the usual phonetic writing of the

Occidental nations.

It is certain that the phonetic principle has

found a representation in the language along

with the symbolic, in a way which is extremely

curious, and which may be illustrated as fol-

lows :

Let us suppose that the writing of our lan-

guage had been begun on the ideographic or

2*
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symbolic plan, and that to denote the idea of

the -word weight—an artisan, especially in

wood—the rude picture of a man and a hroad-

ax, or hewing instrument, had, in the earliest

times, been adopted. Let us further suppose,

that in the process of time the outline of the

picture becomes abridged and obscured by use,

and that it is reduced practically to a mere

arbitrary sign for the word wright, and inti-

mately associated with that sound or utterance.

Suppose, in the next place, when this has

come to be the case, a character is wanted to

signify the idea of eite, a religious ceremony ;

and that for this purpose the picture of a man
and an altar is adopted ; but that, in order to

fix and render more defim/ite the idea intended,

the inventor of the new character joins to it

the old picture of the man with the hroad-ax—
which has now become a proper representation

of the sound of the word which he is wishing

to denote—to serve in that capacity, and that

only. So again, when a character is needed

for the abstract idea of eight—thai which is

straight and accurate—a picture is made of a
compass and rule, a plummet and Une, as sym-

bols suggestive of the idea ; but, that there may
be no mistake, tlie man with the hroad-ax is
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added, to give the sound of tlie word by which,

it is denoted. For write (nsra)

—

the making of

letters on paper—the picture of a man and a

pen is adopted ; and the man with a broad-ax is

again added for sound j and so on of as many
different significations as this vocal syllable

may chance to have.

Now, this process is precisely what has taken

place to some extent in the Chinese language
;

and the proper point of investigation is the

limit which divides the symbolic from the

phonetic development of the system—a point

which can only be determined satisfactorily

by re-discovering the original emblems of

which the whole written language was com-

posed, and tracing each through all its com-

binations with all the rest ; and a point which

can only be approximated in proportion as

this is done. The intrinsic difficulty of this

undertaking ; the prevalent opinion that it is

absolutely hopeless, in consequence of the

degree of corruption in form which it is sup-

posed those emblems have undergone ; and

the sedative influence of the phonetic theory—
which, as it accounts for some things, has

been indolently accepted as a solution of the

whole difficulty—^have turned aside the atten-
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tion of tlie learned from all radical investi-

gation of the subject, such as was begun, in

one of its branches, by the learned Dr. Marsh-

man, and which has been brought into posi-

tive disrepute. M. Gallery ridicules every

undertaking of the sort as visionary ; and Mr,

Williams, the author of several valuable

works on China and the Chinese Language,

after referring to Mr. Marshman and Mr.

Lay, dismisses the whole subject by saying

that " these writers have probably said nearly

all that is worth saying on the subject,"

It seems to have escaped attention that

whatever the phonetic principle may have

done for the Chinese system of writing, it has

only operated upon the material already in

existence, that it accounts for the origin and

primary signification of nothing, and affects

the whole of the elementary structure of the

system in no manner whatsoever. To bor-

row an illustration from western languages,

it relates to the composition of words, and

not to the root words themselves, which form

the staple and basis of the language.

Fully aware of the temerity of the under-

taking, and chargeable, perhaps, with contu-

macy, in dissenting from such distinguished
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authorities, I have ventured to institute some

original investigations into the primary sym-

bolic structure of the Chinese system of

writing, the results . of which I could wish to

present in a more enlarged form than the pres-

ent occasion permits, but the nature of which

I hope to render intelligible by a sufficiently

copious illustration for that purpose.

[It is to the preceding statement of the prob-

able origin of the Chinese system of writing,

that Mr. Syle objects in his letter, contained

in the Introduction to this work. I have ex-

tracted that portion of the letter which relates

to the subject, and introduce it here for the

greater convenience of comparison. It is as

follows

:

"My view is, that all the words vrerefirst spoken,

and that they had a spoken existence of some dura-

tion prior to the time when they were reduced to

writing. Then (according to my supposition) all

homophonous words were probably written down by
the same character ; leaving, of course, much ambi-

guity as to the meaning in the mind of the reader

:

it was to get rid of this ambiguity that I suppose the

radical part (better called, the clef) was added, and

the result was that large class of written words in

which the clef and the phonetic are the evident ele-
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ments. To complete the outline of my theory, I

must add that when Chinese scholars began to clas-

sify the words of their language, and to compile dic-

tionaries, they found that these added parts furnished

the most convenient method of arrangement, and

they adopted them accordingly.

" How far this suggestion of mine would modify

the views you advocate in your preliminary treatise,

and how much confirmation it would receive from

applying it to the elucidation of your one hundred

and forty-one "tree" characters, but especially to

the " pei" class, at the end of your treatise, I leave

it with yourself to determine."

In reply, it is certainly true that tlie words

of the language "had a spoken existence of

some duration prior to the time when they

were reduced to writing." " Then," (according

to the supposition of my friendly critic) " all

liomoplwnous words wereprobably written down
by the same characterT It is precisely upon the

point of the way in which this first character

originated that we have to direct our atten-

tion, in order to go back to the origin of this

system. Upon this point the supposition of

Mr. Syle presents no theory and offers no so-

lution. His supposition begins at some point

in time after the system itself has begun, and
does not, therefore, relieve us of any difficulty
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in relation to the Tjeginning of the latter. He
seems to me to have overlooked the point of

my criticism upon the phonetic school of Sin-

alogues, and to have subjected himself to the

same. In my previous remarks 1 have said

that "whatever the phonetic principle may
have done for the Chinese system of writing,

it has only operated upon the material already

in existence, that it accounts for the origin and

primary signification of nothing, and affects

the whole of the elementary structure of the

system in no manner whatsoever. To borrow

an illustration from western languages, it re-

lates to the composition of words, and not to

the root words themselves, which form the

staple and basis of the language."

If the first character invented, and thus sup-

posed to stand for a whole class of words (or

different senses) having the same sound, were

invented upon the principle of representing

that particular sound as such, and irrespective

of any particular one of its senses, then the

very origin of the system was phonetic instead

of symbolic, which no one pretends ; or, if

symbolic at all, symbolic of sounds instead of

things, a species of symbolism most difficult to

be effected, and wholly above the effort of a
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primitive people making their first essay at the

representation of thought, and which, had it

occurred, would have given us some sort of an

alphabetic system. If, on the contrary, this

first character was a picture or a Symbol of

some one of the many senses attached to the

given sound, and not of the sovmd as such ; and

if, afterwards, the character so brought into

use became allied to the sovrnd, and so general-

ized as to be applicable to any sense pertaining

to that sovmd, and if it were afterwards joined

to other characters symbolizing other senses of

the same sound, for the sake of its acquired

power of representing that sound,—then this is

precisely my theory, and the apparent differ-

ence between us upon this point disappears.

There is this remaining objection to my
statement, on the part of Mr. Syle. The first

character, originally invented upon the sym-

bolic or picture principle, afterwards general-

ized to represent a group of different senses

attached to the same sound and so to repre-

sent the sound itself,—was, as we both agree,

united subsequently to another character, also

symbolic of an idea ; and that union produced
the compound character. Mr. Syle understands

ine to afiirni that this first-invented character.
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become phonetiCjWas added to other svhsequenil/y

invented cha/racters to communicate the sound.

He intends to affirm, contrariwise, ttat the

newly invented symbolic character was added

to thepTionetic to restrict its meaning. I do not

know that I should care to contest this point,

as it is perhaps neither very important nor

very susceptible of being definitely settled.

The opposite theory seems to me, however, to

be liable to several improbabilities and objec-

tions which do not affect my own. It seems

probable that a first-invented character should

become so far associated with the sound of the

name of the object represented by it as to be

serviceable in fixing the meaning of a second

character representing an object having the

same name, much before it should completely

have lost its own symbolic meaning and have

become the mere representative of sound^ or

the general representative of whatsoever sense

allied to the same sound. I cannot think, there-

fore, that the so-called pTionetic ever existed in-

dependently as a mere phonetic^ or as a vague

representative of whatsoever sense might at-

tach to the given sound. On the contrary, it

seems to me that it dropped its primitive func-

tion as an actual picture or symbol, and re-
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tained only its secondary, phonetic function, hy

virtue of its junction with another symbolic

character^ and not until that occv/rred.

In tlie next place, the supposition I am
reviewing would make the defs^ which are

the simplest forms in the language, to be of

later origin than the more complex parts of

the compounds, called ^Aoraefo'c.?; whereas, I do

not think, whatever my language may have

implied, that such was the case. It is more

natural -to suppose that the simplest forms

were certainly among the eaiiiest in use.

What I do suppose is, that what are now
called the two classes of characters were

synchronous or indiscriminate in origin : that

is, that their priority was governed by no

regulating principle. After they were formed,

side by side, as parts of the same system, some,

from the frequency of their use as associated

with the same sound, tended to become pho-

netic in function; a handful of others, repre-

senting such common objects as entered most
extensively into the scheme of symbolism,

passed so frequently in use beyond the limits

of identity of sound that they were unfitted

for representatives of sound, for the very rea-

son that they were so broadly symbolic of
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idea. These last became clefs^ or means of

searcMng ug, in the arrangement of the dic-

tionary, other words into which they enter by
composition, and were selected for that pur-

pose, as suggested by Mr. Syle, upon no other

ground than their greater frequency and con-

venience. It would probably not be interest-

ing to the reader to pursue so recondite a sub-

ject farther into detail. Definitions of some

of the terms employed in it will be found in

the following paragraph.]

The compound characters of the Chinese

language consist of two parts, one of which is

called the radical or clef^ which is confessedly

ideographic, both in its origin and use. The
other was formerly called the primitive / but

more recently thephonetic^ from the belief that

its uniform or general use in the combination

is to denote the sound of the word, as in the

case supposed above, of the man with the broad-

ax. Of the so-called Radicals there are but

214. The Radicals and Primitives (or Pho-

netics) together makp up the elementary char-

acters of the language, out of which all the

Compound Characters are formed. They

amount jointly, according to the estimate of

Marshman, to 1,689. The number is reduced,
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however, by Gallery, by excluding sucli as are

of unfrequent use (and the few radicals wMcli

do not occur as primitives) to 1,040.

Now, tlie tendency of the phonetic theory

is to assert, that tlie symbolic development of

tlie language is confined to the 214 radicals,

or, at most, to the elementary characters,

amounting to a little more than 1,000—while

the symbolism even here is left wholly unex-

plained ; and that the remaining characters,

amounting to say 29,000, have all been formed

upon the phonetic principle ; and further, to

assume that having rendered an account of so

large a numerical majority of the characters,

the remainder may be dismissed as unimpor-

tant;—while the fact is, that little valuable

aid can be drawn from the phonetic principle

itself in acquiring the language, until its real

limits are understood, by discovering first the

extent and meaning of the symbolical devel-

opment. This last is the principal point of

interest, in my view, whether regarded as a

matter of ethnological science or of immedi-

ate, practical application.

Let us admit the phonetic theoo^y for what
it is worth, but avoid assigning to it a solu-

tion of that which was prior to it, historically,
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and to wliicli it does not apply; while we
avoid, on the other hand, the easy credulity

of the early students of the language, some of

whom discovered in the composition of the

characters a symbolical account of the crea-

tion and the flood, and, indeed, a compendium
of all the Scripture history and theology.

Let us adopt in science, as elsewhere, the

classical monition, " In medio tutissimus ibisP

Let us submit the primary emblems of the

language to a cautious and comparative study,

endeavoring to educe from their forms—espe-

cially in the most ancient style of writing

them—and from their several uses where they

re-appear in primitive characters in diflferent

combinations, their original outlines and de-

sign, the principle or general current of habit

which presided over such combinations, and

the cast of mind and the set of circumstances

in connection with which this curious growth

of the human intellect had its development.

1 claim to have discovered that an investiga-

tion conducted in this manner is not fruitless

of results ; but that, on the other hand, it is

competent to conduct to an almost entire res-

toration of the lost history of the Chinese

graphic art, and, as I believe, to reduce im-
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mensely the labor of acquiring that most diffi-

cult and hitherto repulsive language.

At the.same time, every investigation of this

sort, from the very nature of the case, involves

much which is in some measure conjectural

;

and it is, besides, the disadvantage of any par-

tial exhibition of results, that many things may
appear fanciful when seen in that manner,

which would be abundantly confirmed if all

the concurrent testimonies were adduced.

Regarded in their worst light, however, I may
put in as a defense, that even a plausible

fancy is better than no theory in relation to

the structure of a character which has to be

learned, inasmuch as it serves as a mnemonic

aid to recall its present application and mean-

ing. It may also be added, that this is a road

which is likely to become much more level

and beaten as it is traveled over by a greater

number, and that what I now offer should be

considered as only a first rude attempt to open

a passage through what has been regarded as

an impenetrable wilderness. I submit it for

the criticisms and emendations of those who
may come after.

Before proceeding to my illustrations, I

should observe that something of the kind
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"wMcli I am undertaking has been attempted

by some of the Chinese scholars themselves.

They have divided the characters into classes,

giving so many to the pictorial, so many to

the symbolic, so many to the phonetic class,

etc., the great body of the language being, by
them, also, assigned to this last—the phonetic

class. Their speculations upon the subject

are, however, modern, conducted with few, if

any, advantages which are not now equally

possessed by ns ; and from their whimsical and

extravagant character they seem to have com-

manded as little of the respect of European

and American scholars as Chinese science in

general has done. The Chinese are a people

who have perfected the arts to a high degree,

apparently almost without the aid of science.

This classification is cited by Callery as one

suflSciently famous in China, but one which is

entitled to little or no consideration, and is

characterized by him as " consisting of vague

and obscure divisions, relating more to silly

fictions than to the genuine nature of the

language." It is spoken of with equal dis-

paragement by Mr. Williams, in his work

called " The Middle Kingdom," and by others

;

while the examples adduced by Mon-ison, E6-
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musat, and otliers, bear out the judgment they

have pronounced upon it.

One thing is certain, that neither in China

nor among American and European scholars

of the language, has there been, as yet, any

analysis of the elementary characters, suf-

ficiently extended or valuable to be adopted

as the basis of a system of study for the acquis-

ition of the language—nothing, in fact, which

can be regarded as any thing more than a

handful of curious but random observations,

fit only to be abandoned, for all practical pur-

poses, as soon as made. Nothing exhaustive

or comprehensive has been attempted. The
field of exploration lies open and unoccupied

before us, and whatever of either curious or

valuable materials we may find in it will be

fairly ours by right of discovery.

M. Gallery, while constructing his PlioTietic

System^ has done an invaluable service to the

kind of investigation which I propose, by col-

lating' the ancient and modern classical char-

acters side by side throughout the elementary

portion of the language; and I have freely

availed myself of his labors, selecting and
bringing together such as are proper for my
present purposei
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It will be observed, that I use the term em-

hlem to denote the picture or symbol of any

particular and single thing or idea ; and that

several of these emblems frequently enter into

the composition of what is still only one of the

elementary cha/raders of the language, which is

then liable, afterward, to enter into still fur-

ther composition in the compovmd characters.

Confined as I am, by the nature of the pres-

ent occasion, to the selection of some portion

of the elementary characters, as illustrations

of the kind of discoveries in question, I have

thought it would be the most satisfactory

course to choose some one emblem of frequent

occurrence, and trace it throughout all its

combinations, whenever it appears as a Com-

ponent part of an elementary character. If a

satisfactory account can be given of it, in these

different positions, and one emblem thus

treated exhaustwel/y^ such an exhibition can-

not fail, it seems to me, to be far more indi-

cative, to those under whose observation these

investigations may come, of the possibility of

recovering a knowledge of the primitive struc-

ture of all the elementary characters of the

language, than if I were to take up and analyze

3
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an equal" number of characters quite at ran-

dom.

I have selected, therefore, for this purpose,

the emblem for a i/ree^ which, when standing

alone, is a character having that signification,

but which likewise enters extensively into the

composition- of other elementary characters.

A distinctive characteristic of my method,

besides its analytical procedure, is the com-

parison of the ancient and modern styles of the

characters, with a view of going back to their

primitive meaning. M. Gallery has prepared

the way for this use of the two, by bringing

them into juxtaposition. The use made of

them is, so far as I am aiware, entirely my
own. The reader is requested to direct his

attention, in the first instance, chiefly to the

ancient form ; which, although not what he

wishes to learn, for practically mastering the

current Chinese language, is the medium
through which that, by this system, is to be

acquired. The modification which has taken

place will then be easily observed, and the

ancient and modern forms .associated, in the

mind, with each other.
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1.

The word for tree is " Mu," signifying wood^

a tree, one of, the five elements. Tte forms of

tlie characters, ancient and modern, are as fol-

lows :

—

Andent. Modem.

rfi ^
In tlie ancient form, tlie oijtline of tte l^ee

is quite obvious.

The upper line, curving upward, represents

the branches ; and the lower line, curving

downward, the roots. Let us assume this,

then, as the general representation of a tree,,

wood, shrub, or vegetable stalk, and trace it

through its various combinations, m the

elementary characters of the language.

It must be observed of this, as of aU the

parts of the Chinese characters, however, that

it undergoes very great modifications of shape

in its several reappearances. The general

change, from curved lines to thick, straight, or

angular strokes, in passing from the ancient to

the modern style, and the deviations resulting

from the carelessness or the fancy of tran-
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scribers, during a long succession of centuries,

are not now referred to ; but that modification

wliicli results from the position of the object

in combination, and the number of objects

which are united in the same character. It is

the attempt of Chinese writing to bring every

character into about the same space ; and, as

they differ so greatly in the number of strokes

and emblems, the same object is sometimes a

mammoth and sometimes a pigmy. It is con-

densed or prolonged, widened or narrowed,

according to the circumstances of its position

;

and those variations help to obscure the

original design. It must also be observed,

that the important .characteristic strokes of a

symbol are sometimes the least prominent

ones, just as, among us, while the flourishes

made by a penman are nothing more than

mere appendages, the letters themselves pre-

serve, in the midst of all, the same general

outlines by which the accustomed eye dis-

tinguishes them from their ornamental attach-

ments.

It must stiU further be observed, that, while

in general the ancient character is far more
reliable, as an indication of the original design,

the modern form sometimes presents some
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testimonial of tliat design, whicli tlie ancient

one does not. This results, doubtless, from

tlie fact, tliat what we here call the ancient

character, is not the most ancient, having un-

dergone some modification before the period

to which we are able to trace it back ; and

that the present modern character has in many
instances descended from some different modi-

fication of the original, of which there were

varieties in early times.

The ancient form in the following couples

is, in every instance, placed first, or on the left

hand, and the modern last, or on the right.

The next character below is " Lin," aforest^

a wood.

1% %)^

This is made of the repetition of fhe t/ree, and

the design is so obvious as always to have been

recognized. The addition of another tree at

the top makes a character, not represented

here, which signifies a thicket. A plurality of

trees is clearly aforest^ a wood ; and a numer-

ous plurality is a thicket.
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3.

The next is " Fan," a Imdge^ to swrrowndwiih

a Imdge.

m^
This is a row of trees or shruts, with brush

or branches stuffed between, to fill up the in-

terstices. Trees interwoven with bamboos,

the primitive form of a fence or hedge to

guard the fields, or ward off the incursions of

animals.

The next is "Kin," to prohibit, tofoQ'bid, a

prohibition.

%%

This has the addition of a figure below,

which is regarded as an imitation of the de-

scending rays of the sun, and which is the

regular emblem for whatever proceeds from

the heavens, of a religious nature,

—

omens,

commcmds, sanctions, and prohibitions. The
trees I take to represent the hedge, notwith-
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standing the contraction made by leaving out

tlie branches. The design is, then, to indicate

the use of the Tiedge^ which is to guard, ward
off ovproMbit the intrusion of animals into an

inclosure ; while the lower character is to be

taken, in this case, to signify proMhition. It

is a usual device, in the composition of this sys-

tem of symbolism, to repeat the same idea by
different emblems,—that is, to multiply in the

same character distinct symbols of the same

idea, to secure greater certainty in the right

understanding of it.

The next character, below, is " To," hang-

ing h'anches.

^ ^
This is the emblem of the tree^ with a curving

line thrown over the top of it, to represent

the direction of pendent branches, as of the

weeping willow.

Kemember to observe the ancient or left-

hand character. The modern or right-hand

one is a corruption of the other.
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6.

The next is " Cha," a tablet for writing^ a

document.

%l i^
This is the t/ree, the emblem of wood^&ndi an

iron style ov pomt ; the instrument used foi*

writing on slips of bamboo^ before the use of

ink and the pencil. This indicates the act of

writing, and hence, tlie thing written, a docu-

ment^ or the object written upon, a tallet.

1.

The next is " Ma," Jierwp, flax.

PL
This represents two U-ees, as the emblem of

a plurality or collection of vegetable stalks,

covered up ; and alludes, possibly, to the pro-

cess of sweaimg or rotting flax and hemp, by
covering it up in he.aps, to separate the fiber

from the woody parts. The upper portion of

the character is extensively used elsewhere, as

an emblem for covering, ccmopy, shed, etc.

;
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and tlie idea may be tlie more simple one of

vegetable stalks housed or put under cover.

The following are the two forms, ancient

and modern, for " Pan," meaniag a root, origin,

nature, disposition, essential.

(^ ^
This is the same rude outline of a t/tee, with

the addition of a stroke across the principal or

tap-root, to direct attention to it as the part

intended

—

the root of the 1/ree. Compare

radical, from radix, a root, with fundamental,

priTicipal, essential, to illustrate the connection

between the different senses ofthis word

—

root

with origin, and with the essential natwe of a

thing.

9.

The following is "M6," an end, extremity,

hranches, Utile, infme.

^ ^
This is the same as the precediag, with the

signalizing stroke now drawn across the tcyp,

3*
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end^ or exPrermty of tlie tree, to point tliat out

as tlie part intended. The connection between

tlie ideas of extremil/y and hrcmches is shown

by the fact that we sometimes speak of the

arm*, Jmgers, toes, etc. as the exI/remiUes, and

sometimes as the Umbs (branches) of the body.

10.

The next character is "Wei," not, neither,

not yet.

^ ^
This was probably the same character, ori-

ginally, in form, as the preceding (as it stUl is,

substantially, in the modern style), though in-

tended to symbolize a different idea. Perhaps
it was the desire to mark this difference, which
has modified the ancient form by curving the

upper transverse stroke, and in the modern
form by slightly shortening it. The idea is

that of cutting off the top of the tree, as in

pruning or lopping off its branches, as an em-
blem of negation or primation. Negation is

the cutting off of a statement or mjpposition;

hence the etymological relationship of neo
(nor, not), nego (to deny), and neco (to cut
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off, kill), in Latin. It would take us too far

aside, here, to go extensively into etymological

proofs of tte natural analogies of this abstract

conception. Those who do not perceive, in-

stinctively, the natural relation of these ideas,

must accept the assertion on trust, or pass to

other illustrations where the design is more

obvious.

11.

The other principal negative word of the

language is "Pa," no^ ly no means. This is

represented likewise by a modification of the

tree with the t(yp cut off—thus :

—

'^
;?:

The modem form is much distorted, but the

ancient one is distinct. This and the preced-

ing character are, therefore, probably modifi-

cations of what was originally the same design.

12.

The next is the interrogative negative

"Feu?" is it not? (L. anne, nonne^, and is

represented by the same character, with the
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addition below of the emiblem for a mouthy to

denote the idea of a question^ thus :

—

^-
The supposition that such is the meaning of

the emblem for the mouth, is confirmed by
the fact that mouth, placed within a door,

forms the character for ashmg. " Kio," to re-

fuse or dewy, is also represented by a mouth, a

linife, and the i/ree character {the emblem of
wood, the substance usually cut by a knife).

The idea, in that case, is cuttmg off 'by the

mouth.

13.

The next character is " Pei," Tng.

S '^

This is the tree cut off at hoth ends ; hence,

a log, which, being the trunk or Ug part of the

tree, is an appropriate symbol for the idea Ug,
la/rge, of which idea it becomes the general

emblem, as will appear by tracing it in numer-
ous combinations.
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14

The next character Ibelow is " Chu," red.

^
I think I am not mistaken here when I take

the design to be a tree girdled, the bark cut

around for the purpose of deadening the tree,

as is done in the first settlement or clearing of

"wooded lands, in new countries, and the first

result of which is to turn the foliage from

green to redm The transverse line here, it wiU

be perceived, is in the middle, between the

limbs and root of the tree.

Compare, for confirmation, No. 15.

15.

The girdling of trees is the estahUslvment of

a settlement or perma/nent residence; hence,

"Ye," a hegiwning, apat/rimony, is represented

by the following character.

This is the same girdled tree, with the addi-

tion of some more foliage at the top. " Tsa,"
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omitted here, whicli means to Und dbout^ to

encircle with a girdle, is represented likewise

by wliat I take to be the same character

abridged.

A first settlement in a new country is called

an opening or a clearing, which is a beginning

of an estate or property by the founder of a

family, and which, as it descends to his heirs,

becomes a patrimony. The method of such

beginning is by girdling, and so killing the

trees, which are then left to dgcay and the

limbs to fall off; which falling limbs may be

indicated by the additions at the top of this

character. The appropriateness of this symbol

will be appreciated by all who are familiar

with the new settlements or hegi/nnings of

future patrimonies in the wooded regions of

our Western American States. Remember,

still, to observe the ancient form of the char-

acter first, and to associate it afterwards with

the modern form. The middle line, across

the body of the tree, denotes the line around

the trunk, which is made by the process of

girdling. The same peculiarity will be ob-

served in several other characters as we pro-

ceed, and confirmation deduced from them of

its original significance.
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16.

The next character below is " Fei," no^ not

;

false^ erroneous^ had.

^^ ^^
This is the log split a/part^ as another device

for expressing the notion of negation^ the sever-

ance of an idea propounded. " Mi," not^ with-

out^ another negative, omitted here, is likewise

represented by a character which includes this

one. The fire-log here bears the mark of

girdling, still keeping up the reference to the

incidents of a country in the first stages of set-

tlement.

17.

The next character is "Tsien," thin, deli-

cate ; leeks.

Here the split log or stick of wood is aug-

mented by a Tcnife, the instrument for splitting,

or rendering thin, and by bamboo characters
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above, probaUy meaning leaves as another

emblem of tMnness. "Ya," iacl,_ corrupt,

seems also to belong here. The idea may be

broJcen, spUt ; as wrong means wrung, twisted.

"When applied to cloths, it means torn.

This character becomes the general emblem
for onions and leeks, from the thin lamincB of

which they are composed.

18.

The nest character is " Hia,i," strong, stren-

uous.

This I understand to be an attempt to indi-

cate the splitting of a log by main strength,

the figures above being two hands applied to

the crack in the log, into which we may ima-

gine the fingers inserted—a tolerably good
design to signify strong, strenuous. Hands
and branches are indicated by the same em-
blem—^the arm, hand, and fingers being a limh,

hrancli, ext/remity—^the one at the top, on the
right, in this character, is a good specimen.
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19.

"We come now to another modification of

the tree-sign. The next character is "Sha,"
error, faulty tofaU, to lose.

% ^
The design here is that of an old and

crooked tree, decliningfrom theperpendicular :

hence the opposite of upright, which in Eng-
lish means irreproachable, without fault or

error of conduct. Attend only to the ancient

form.

20.

The next is "Lao," an old man, a man
seventy years old, veneraMe.

% ^
This is the same old tree, toppling toward its

final downfall, with something beneath, which

was probably intended as a fallen limb—an

appropriate emblem for old age.
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21.

The next character is " Kao," dead, mwestors.

^
This is a modification of the same. The re-

lation between old persmis and ancestors is

obvious.

22.

The next is " Sien," anciently,forme/rVy, here-

tofore.

The idea and the emblem are here still the

same, with slight modifications. The tree is

girdled, and has less foliage. _

23.

The next is " 'Ki^'' prolonged life, an old man

of sixty, a master, or teacher.

i ;t
This is the same emblem for an old man as

No. 20, with the addition of a mouth, to indi-
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cate the magisterial character of the instructor

;

and of a bamboo, as the instrument, perhaps,

of disciplining the youth under his instruction,

the badge of his profession.

24.

The next is '''Hxko" filial piety, to venerate,

respect towm'ds swperiors.

^)
This word is in great use, and expresses

what the Chinese regard as the highest of vir-

tues. It is composed of the old, inclined tree,

to signify old person, or parent, or cmcestor,

and of a smaU figure, beneath, which is the

character for a son or cTiild. The last has

been supposed to be a modification of a char-

acter which appears among the examples,

above, of the Ku Wen, or ancient ornamental

characters, with two additional lower lines

bending downwards, as a rude delineation of

a child. I am satisfied, however, from pretty

extensive comparisoiis, that this character,

which means son, was originally, as it appears

here in the ancient classic form, the represent-

ative oifruit growing upon a hra/ncTi, and that
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the ordinary character for " Fu," a father, was

the delineation of a hrcmdh or Umh of a pree—
thus :

—

A FATHEE.

^ ^<
A SON.

f ^
The hrancli and its frwit were thus the

highly appropriate emblems of father and son,

while the ancestor is the old, decaying tree.

This view is especially strengthened by a com-

parison with " Kie," the character for an or-

phcm, which is the same as that for son, but

with one of the limbs of the branch stripped

off, thus :

—

§ 1
In the character now before us, the emblem

of the son or youth, and that of the venerable

ancestor, are appropriately united, for the idea

oifiUal piety.
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25.

The next character is " Chao," a Urdu's nest^

a little hmse^ a lodge.

No one can fail to perceive the design here,

notwithstanding the disproportion between the

huge nest and the tree npon which it is lodged.

The three small characters above, are birds

flying over the nest, or the young birds

stretching up their necks. I think "kin,"

Mrds, frying things^ not represented here, is

an obscure form of this character.

26.

The next is " Hwei," to h^eak, to destroy^ to

tlvrow down.

This I take to be composed of a tree, a hird''s

nest, a Tiand, and a stone or other missile, the

appropriate instruments, active and passive,

for hredking or destn^oyvng, as any truant

schoolboy, even of our day, can testify.
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2T.

The next is " Sao," the song of birds.

This is composed of a tree and three mouths

above it. Perhaps it would be difficult to do

better in devising a symbol for the noisy chat-

tering of the feathered inhabitants of the

woods.

28.

The next is " Sang," a mulberry tree.

This is simply the tree sign, with a profusion

of branches above it. The mulberry is distin-

guished especially for its leafiness.

29.

The next is "Sung," apine tree, a ji/r tree.

th ^i^
This is the emblem of a tree, and the picture

of the pine burr, or cone, falling from it.
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30.

The next is " Cha," the tea^Unt^ or tree.

W ^
This is a tree beneath, with a cover or slied

character over it, and small vegetable stalks,

probably the teorleawes^ upon it. The tree may
be here merely to indicate the material of the

shed or the posts by which it is supported.

The design is not altogether obviqus ; but re-

lates, doubtless, to some process of curing the

plant by spreading the leaves on a roof.

It has been observed that the tree sign is

employed as the emblem of any species of

vegetable stalk. Hence, it is used for grain ;

but in that sense it has a slight bend at the

top of the main perpendicular stroke, in the

ancient form, apparently representing the

bending head or spike of the full or ripe grain.

This slight modification cannot be too critic-

ally observed. It illustrates what was said of

the greater importance, in some instances, of

minor lines and variations of form.
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31.

The following character is "Ho," harvest,

grain, cereal plants.

m ^^
32.

The next is "Li," projit, gain, harness,

sharp.

tT) M
This is the tree-sign, as the emblem of grain

(with the peculiar bend at the top), together

with the symbol of a cutUng inst/rwment. The

idea is that of grain reaped from the fields, as

the representative of wealth or gain.

33

The next is ^^Hiang,'''' fragrance, sioeet smelt.

This is grain, with ai character beneath,

which denotes the swi. The design is to inti'
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mate the fragrance arising from tlie ripening

process of grain-fields or of fruits.

34.

The next is " Chd," to heat, to Jmsh grain ly

pounding it.

The design here is that of grain, and a mor-

tofl", within which the emblem of grain is

placed.

35.

The next is " Wei," injustice ; to delegate.

This is composed of the character for grain

and that for a woman. The design is, possibly,

an allusion to the injustice and oppression of

delegating the field-labor, as the cultivation of

grain, to females, and so of shirking it on the

part of the man ; or, with perhaps equal prob-

ability, to the hardship of a woman's bearing

heavy burdens, as sacks of grain.

4
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36.

The next is " Kiiin," a granary.

The design is as obvious here as in the pre-

ceding case of a mortar. It is the emblem of

grain in an inclosure.

37.

The next is " Tsieu," autumn, Imrvest time.

l^k i[K
This is the emblem for grain and that for

fire.1 alluding to the heat of the sun in ripening

fruits and grain, or to their ruddy look at that

-eason of the year. ,

38.

The next character is '"'Ym^'' to present a pe-

tition, to make a communication to a sniperior.

This I take to be grain, cleaned, heaped up,

and covered, ready for use. The lower part
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is gram^ the circles above it are the pyramidal

pile^ and the character at the top is a cover.

The symbolic allusion is to the necessity of

making a present of valuables, as of the fruits

of the earth to a great man, when asking a

favor of him.

This character, as Gallery observes, became

quite celebrated, a few years since, in the quar-

rels between the English and the Chinese Em-
pire, the English firmly refusing to use it, as

implying too much submission.

39.

The next character is "Tsa," thorns, thorny.

!

This is the tree-sign with spikes extending

out at the sides to represent the thorns. The

drawing is a little disproportioned, but the

arts, doubtless, had not advanced to their pres-

ent stage of perfection when this character

was invented.
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40.

The next is "Tsui," to reprehend, to punish.

This is the thorny tree, emblem of the

switch, over the back of a person—or perhaps

the emblem for a child—^represented by the

lower part of the character. This is a tolerably

strong intimation of the idea of punishment.

41.

The next character is " Hieu," to leave off, to

finish, to rest.

U ^
This is the representation of a man resting,

as I take it, under a tree, and is a beautiful

emblem for the idea intended.

The Biblical idea of rest is, likewise, that of

a state in which every man shall " sit under

his own vine and his own fig-tree." It is inter*

esting to observe the similarity in the figures

by which thought is illustrated by different

primitive peoples, no matter how remote from

each other.
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42.

The next is "Tseu," to go, to proceed, to

tra/oel.

This is the tree character in combination

with another (abridged) which denotes the

human foot, the emblem of waTking. The

tree-sign here is, I presume, the emblem of a

staff or walking-cane. It is somewhat cor-

rupted in form, but can still be recognized.

43.

The next is " Ching," a fow-horse carriage,

a car.

The design here appears to be the tree as the

emblem of the wooden material of a carriage,

with a covering or canopy over head, and the

figures of two men under it. The characters

for men and those for bamboos are very simi-

lar when made small. See that for a man
made larger, No. 41.
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44.

The next is " Kiu," a canal^ an aqueduct.

m
This is composed of a t/t^ee^ water^ and an

indos'u/re. The emblem of water, as is seen in

the ancient form here, and much more clearly

when placed at the side of the compound

characters, where it is larger, is a flowing

stream. The design is quite obvious.

45.

The next character is " Cha," wood floating

upon ivater.

The lower part of this character represents

the sun rising above the line of the horizon,

and is used for the morning sun. It seems to

be transferred, here, to the representation of

an object rising above the Une of the surface

of the water, and the tree is added as an em-

blem of the floating material intended, namely,

wood.
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46.

Tlie next is "Si," ancienil/j/, formerly^ the

past time.

S© 1^

The design here I presume to be a tree.,fruit

on the ground fallen from it., and fowr men
gathering it. This alludes to harvest time, the

completeness of a period. If any one thinks

he can invent a better symbol to express so

abstract an idea a&past time, let him suit him-

self.

47.

The next character is "Lei," a plow.

This is the tree, with the emblem above

which denotes land, afield, the soil. The land-

wood is appropriately a plow, with a primitive

people, who always use the wooden instrument.
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48.

The next is "Tsi," to cultivate the earthy land

cultmated ly the Emperor himself.

m
This is composed of theplow (No. ^'l^^ fruit,

and men in the field. The plow character

itself, being analyzed, as under the preceding

number, gives a t/ree and a field. This is a

good illustration of the way in which the

simple characters reappear in composition.

49.

The next is "Man,"pZam, equal, level.

m w
This may be two men at the root of a tree,

to denote on a level with the growadj or, more
probably, as the top of the tree is cut off by
a line, the small figures below are branches,

which have fallen down in the act of cropping

or cutting to a level, as is done in hedges and
elsewhere.
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50.

The next is " Kien," a visiting card, to dis-

tinguish.

^ J.
This is the tree, as the emlblem of wood, with

marks or engravings of some sort upon its

surface. It is the tree " blazed," as it is called

in the new countries of the West ; that is, a

chip taken off the side of it, so as to leave a

flat, white surface. Marks are then inscribed

upon the ground so obtained, to indicate en-

gra/omg. An engraved or ornamented chip

or bark is the visiting card, and the lining

out of an engraving is the act of disti/nguish-

i/ng or demarkation.

51.

The next is " Sw6i," a Iroom, heat, a comet.

This is the tree character, representing brush

or faggots, repeated, and a hand beneath. In

4*
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the ancient form there is also a heart below

this, which may have some relation to Jieat^ the

heart being the farnace of the body. The
branchy emblems, both the tree and the hcmd^

•intimate radiation^ divergence from a common
center, as the twigs from the limb, and the

fingers from the palm. A comet and a hroom

have the same name, obviously from- the ap-

pearance of the tail of the former and their

common property of radiating or diverging.

52.

The next is " Kien," to join togetlier^ togetlier,

wiili.

M^
This is composed of a hand clasping and

uniting two of the tree characters, or a bundle

of reeds, a good symbol for the idea. The
modern form has the character of a man at

the top, which is wanting in the ancient ; or,

more probably, a corruption of the top

branches of the trees, which are otherwise

wanting.
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53.

Tlie next is " Lien," economy, parsimonious^

an angle, angular things, honest, poor.

j^
This is the same as the preceding, with the

addition of a cover, as the emblem of a house.

The idea seems to be snug or na/rrow quarters,

res angusta domi.

54.

The next is "Kwdng," to reform, to malce

si/raigJit, to assist.

H
This is a tree inclosed and protected, and

consequently growing tall and straight.

55.

The next ls " Shu," to hind, to tie.

M^
This is a tree with a loop around it ; a tree

encircled.
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66.

The next is " Fung," to o^ose each oiher^ to

meet.

^
The design here is that of a tree, or other

vegetable growth, growing up under, and com-

ing in contact with, an overhanging object,

which it meets, and the two are opposed to

each other. This is confirmed by the follow-

ing:

57.

This is " Kiii," to ov/rve, to lend, to succvmb.

d^- A
The character above is a shed, house, or cov-

ering, and that below represents a vegetable.

The idea is the same as the above. Nothing
could be better to indicate the collision of a

motive body and a stationary resistance, with
the consequent necessity of turning out of the

way. Compare oh-stade, oh-struct, ol-vious.

The modern character is the more distinct.
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58.

The next is " Cha," an obstacle, an impedi-

ment.

This is a t/ree at the top, an incloswe ox field

next, and the character for &foot at the bot-

tom. I conceive the design to be a tree fallen

across the pathway in a field, and forming an

obstacle or impediment to progression.

The following is an exceedingly interesting

group of words, involving the Pree sign as an

emblem of the tongue.

59.

This character is " Shui " the tongue^ speech.

^
An examination of the ancient form of this

character will show the design to be a tree and

tJie mouth. The tree is placed above the

mouth, as if growing out of it

—

a i/ree growing

out of the mouth, emblematic of the tongue.

This is confirmed by the following characters

:
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60.

The next is " Cha," luill, determination,pro-

ject :

This is the tree iJuit grows out of the hea/rt

—an emblem of the determination or designs

of the will. The lower part is the uniform

emblem for the heart and mind.

61.

The next number is "Yen," a word, to

speak :

The augmentation at the top of the tree

here, seems always to indicate the fruit, bud,

flowers, or central clump of foliage of a tree.

The design is the fruit of the tree that grows

out of the mouth—the product of the tongue—
words, speech.
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62.

The next is "I," intention, signification,

opinion

:

This adds to the tree both. tTie mouth and

the hea/rt. The design is, thefruit of the heart

or mind ; that is, the wHl or determination,

expressed by the moutli / and hence an opinion

uttered, a sense or meaning. This is quite the

poetry of etymology. Nothing could be bet-

ter imagined to express so recondite an idea.

It is the outgrowth of the heart, or mind, ex-

pressed through the mouth.

63.

The next is " Chin," to talk a great deal

:

Here is the mouth, the tree, and various ap-

pendages above, which must in some way

have signified abundance, excess.
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64.

The next is " In," the sound of a musical

instrtiment, voice, accent,prommciaUon

:

This is the same character, in the ancient

form, as that for "Yen," a word, No. 56, ex-

cept the addition of the line in the mouth,

which represents the voice.

65.

The next is " Feu," to spit

:

XZ

This is a modification of the tongue and

mouth.

66.

The next is " Kao," to teach, to accuse

:

IP

This is, in the ancient foiln, nearly ident-

ical with " Shui," the tongue, No. 59. To teach
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is to use tlie tongue. To accuse violently is

called, by us, to give a tongue-\d&\mg.

The next is " Sin," hitter, a pungent taste

:

^
This is the tree—emblem of the tongue

—

abridged of the mouth-sign. There is nothing

very distinctive in it.

68.

The next is " Hung," noise, fracas

:

This is " Yen," words, inclosed—sound shut

up and reverberating—^hence noise.

69.

The next is " Si," quiet, a space of time

:

This is the emblem for a cover at the top,

and a tongue below. The tongue under cover
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is significant of the mouth shut^ equal to qidet^

or cessation.

YO.

The next character is " Si," to cleave^ to

arate.

w<. ^
The figure to the right of the tree is the

usual emblem of an ax. Wood and an ax

are appropriate to the idea of dividing^ cutting

asunder.

11.

The next is " Pie," to dwide, to distinguish,

another.

^f) M •

The left half of the character here in the

ancient form is still a modification of th^ tree,

and the right is another, well-known em-

blem of a cutting instrument of some sort. In

some cases, the entire uniformity of the mean-
ing of an emblem fixes with certainty its prim-

itive character, although the pictorial resem-

blance is doubtful.
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The next is " Li," to st^dhe, to split.

THs is a hand, a small tree character, and
something beneath, which may have been also

intended for a rod or sti-ch, the whole consti-

tuting the emblem for striking.

n.

The next is " La," cruel, inhuman.

1/7 M
This is the tree hacked or blazed by a cut-

ting instrument, and the instrument itself.

74.

The next is " Chang," to dispute, to quaiyel.

This is composed of a hand and a club, with

another form of the character for a hand.
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above, denoting a "hand-to-hand" fight, or

''flsticuffr

15.

The next is " Cha," to put limits^ a rule, law.

^^ M
This is a cutting instrument, a t/i'ee^ and a

line across it to denote a hack or Maze, such as

is made in running lines in a forest to fix the

limits of a tract of land, or, rather, a line

around the tree, as in girdling
;
prohably in

use with them instead of the blaze, though

not so good, for permanency, since it kills the

tree.

The next is " Lai," to come., to arrwe.

This denotes two men at a tree—probably a

rendezvous, or a tree in the plain, which marks

a stage or stqppmg-plaoe on a journey. The
men are the small figures at the sides of the

tree.
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The next is " Siang," mutually^ hy turns.

W m
This character is composed of a l/i^ee^ and a

character for the eye. The design seems to be

to indicate the necessity for an direct and an

agent in the act of seeing—the tree and the

eye mutually related. The mind lookiag out

upon nature through the eye, is the subjective

and the objective, the me and the not-me, the

grand mutuality or reciprocity of existence.

The Chinese are prone to abstract generaliza-

tions of the broadest cast. Hence yin and

yang, the female and male principles of the

universe.

78.

The next is " Shwang-," frozen dew, white

frost, ice.

This is the same as the preceding, augmented

by the part above, which is composed of a t/ree
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with drops falling from it, and is hence the

standard emhlem for the weather and its vari-

ous conditions.

Under the preceding character, No. 77,

it is shown that the idea of mutuality is

indicated by bringing into contrast the act-

ive and the passive principle of nature, and

their mutual actipn and reaction. Incidence

and refiection^ as of light, is another instance of

a similar relation ; hence the eye and the tree

(or landscape)^ emblematic of the mind and of

external nature as contemplated hy it, are again

emblematic of the falling of light upon a bril-

liant object, and of its being thrown back or

reflected by that object. M'ost or ice is that

brilliant object; hence, the eye and the tree,

and the general character for meteorological

phenomena, composed itself of drops falling

from a tree, constitute a highly philosophical

and ingenious picture of the thing intended

—

a product or phenomenon of the weather, which

causes the reflection of light.

This may be viewed as the philosophy of

Chinese etymology, as we had the poetry

above. It cannot but be interesting to trace

these struggles of the human mind to express

itself by the aid of an imperfect instrument.
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Y9.

Tlie next is " Kang," to correct, change,

repair.

1 %
In tlie ancient form, here, we still detect the

tree, the upper transverse line being now
made straight on account of space, the tree

being here the upper half The lower part is

a branch aiit off, and fallen down. The design

is that of pruning a tree, to correct, cliange,

and improve it—training it into shape.

80.

The next is "Tsi6," a concuhiiie ; to graft, to

engraft.

This character, united with that of the tree,

signifies a graft, to engraft ; and a close exam-

ination of it will suggest the stump of an old

tree, or limb in the lower part of the charac-

ter, into which the upper part, which is the

top of a tree, is inserted. The relation of a
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concubine to a graft or branch inserted into the

regular stock of a family, is clear, and the illus-

tration apt, A concubine introduced into a

family, is delicately called a graft, and repre-

sented in this character accordingly.

81.

The next character below is " Shan," which

has now no distinct signification alone; but

united with the symbol for water, it means

deep.

The design here is that of the t/ree^ placed

under a character which denotes a cover—em-

blematical, probably, of a pole submerged by
being plunged under deep water.

82.

The next character is " Kwan," tired, fa-

tigued, weary, poverty.

This is a tree, as emblematical of a vegetable

growth, inclosed from the light and aii*, and

consequently debilitated, roealcened.
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83.

The next is ^''K.o" fruit, ^

This is the tree surmounted by a ball repre-

^entmgfruit. An effect is the fruit or product

of a cause.

84.

The next is " Li," a chestnut.

Here is an attempt to distinguish the hurr

by a variety of cross-lines, the best, perhaps,

that could be done.

85,

The next is " V&o,^'' to protect, to watch over ;

a tutor, a guardian.

i% A^
This is a beautiful and poetic emblem for

fostering care. It consists of a man watching

over, and cultivating/rw^^ growing upon a tree.

5
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86.

The next is " Y6n," an office, a duty, a cliarge.

U ^
This is the character for a man, along with

that for a Mng, a Mngdom, to reign. The de-

sign is, then, to be inferred of an overseer, offir

cer, or governor, and of his function as such,

that is, of a superior, or supereminent person.

I suspect that this character for a hing is a

modification of the tree character, and that the

original design was to indicate a very tall tree.

I shall not go further in introducing this form

here. See Nos. 91 and 92, and especially No.

93, for confirmation of this idea.

8Y.

The next is "Tsin," relatives, Mndred, to

love.

I think this is composed of tJie old girdle tree

on the left, as the emblem of old age, ancestry,

and of a form of the character for a childon the
right, indicating the relations of the old to the
young ia the family.
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The next character is " Clia," the summit^ the

apex, up to, chiefly, supremely.

^
This is a tree with a cone at the top, to de-

note the apex or end. Up to (Fr. jusqu! d),

means to an eiid. Chiefly, svpremel/y, means

that which is highest, which pertains to the

summit.

89.

The next is "Tao," to arrive at, to reach,

up to.

'^ ^
This is the same as the preceding, meaning

an end,—to arrive or reach, is to come to the

end of,—with the addition of the emblem of

a cutting instrument to intimate the cutting

off of an object, which makes an end or termi-

nus. For up to, see the preceding explanation.

The emblem is ingenious and appropriate.
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90.

The next is " Cha," to cause that^ to reach, to

arrive at, to go to, to visit.

^
This is the same tree and cone for the idea

of end, with a figure on the right, which from

its appearance in the old form, may have been

intended to represent a sling for projecting a

stone, and causing it to go to, to reach, or to

arrive at an object.

91.

The next character is " Ti," an emperor. Icing,

genius of hea/oen.

The design here is to signalize the topmost

hough or apex of the tree, as emblematic of the

chief man, the man occupying the highest po-

sition. (Compare Fr. souverain and souver-

ainement, L. summus and summe.)
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92.

Tlie next is " Tsai," to govern^ to rule, a lord.

^1 ^
TMs is the same character, with the addition

of a cover as the emblem oiprotection 'ike ap-

propriate duty of reigning or governing. The
lower transverse line of tJie free is here straight,

to save space, as it often is, when the figure is

necessarily small.

93.

The character below is " Chui," a Icing, a

lord, a governor, a chief.

It is composed of the character for germin-

ating, heing born, see No. 136, which is a tree

shooting up out of the soil, surmounted by a

point, to indicate the apex or highest branch.

It means highest by birth, or chief. Compare

this with No. 86. The lower line'of this tree

character is probably the line of the surface of

the earth, and the middle line is that which

would, otherwise,be curved downwards, as the

roots.
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94.

The next is " Pi," a Mng^ a model.

raf r^
TMs is tlie tree on the right, with the clump

at the top to denote the apex, the topmost

hough—a prince, and on the left a cover, as the

emWem of a residence, and a mouth below,

which is the usual sign of authority, power to

command. A model is a guide or leader, as a

Mng is.

95.

The next is " TsAi," to choose, beautiful.

The design is that of a haTid having hold of

a tree-sign, perhaps as the emblem of a cane,

or limb selected from the forest—that which
is select, chosen out, and beautiful. The fact

that the small figure above denotes the hand,

or the claw of an animal, is proven by numer-
ous comparisons with other characters, in the

ancient style, in which it appears.
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96.

Tke next is " Tsin," to grow.

This is simply a combination of the sun,

as tlie great source of life and growth, witli

trees growing and producing fruit.

97.

The next is " Sha," an affair, a tiling, a

charge.

This character appears, by the ancient form,

to be composed of a tree above and fruit upon

a branch helow. The idea is that of a product

—a thing brought forth or produced.

98.

The next is " Mang," Iwxuriant herlage, a

hushy place

:

The middle figure is that of a tree somewhat
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distorted, and surrounded by the tops of trees

or bushes in profusion.

99.

Tlie next character is " Pu," trees, plants,

placefull of shrubs :

This character is composed of the tree with

an abundance of foliage, and several figures of

branches beneath. Exuberance of vegetation

was regarded by the inventors of the Chinese

system of writing as a proper emblem for the

idea of what is estimable, either for beauty or

goodness, as will appear from the following

examples.

100.

The next is " Shin," excellent, good, goodness,

to perfect

:

This is simply a tree, apparently growing
from a onouth, and so related to the tongue
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character—perhaps polite, or " well spoken,"

—

with abundant foliage.

101.

The next is "Ing," excellent, jlotirisTiing,

beautiful :

This is the same design, differently executed.

The English word flourishing means flower-

ishing, and refers to the ornamental part of

vegetation.

102.

The next is " Yao," excellefit, goodness, illus-

trious :

I suspect this to represent the stump of an

old tree, putting forth new shoots ; the whole

is then surmounted_^by a inree character.

In all of this series of words, from 98 to

104 inclusive, the idea of exuberance is indi-

cated by the abundance of the foliage, the

repetition of the i/ree or parts of the i/ree. See

also No. 135.
5*
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103.

The next is " Hwd," beautiful^ elegant^ flour-

ishing :

^

Tlie figure of tlie tree can still be discerned

in this character, ornamented as in the above

characters of similar meaning, with extra

foliage.

104.

The next is " Fung," abundant, copious, rich,

full.

The small figures above, in this character, are

trees inserted in a figure which is the emblem of

a mountain. The part below is the emblem for

peas ov pulse, leguminous plants, and has allu-

sion, probably, to their prolific nature as pro-

ducing abundantly. The repetition of trees on

a mountain has reference to the abundant for-

ests in mountainous regions.
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105.

The next character is " Mi," once in the grain,

not yet cooked.

jt ^
This is a modification of the tree or vegeta-

ble stalk, which always occurs in this sense.

106.

The next is " Mi," to disturb, to trouble.

%% i*
This is the emblem of walking, united with

that for rice, and relates to the trampling

down of grain, or disturbing it by walking

through it in the fields—a good emblem for

the idea.

lor.

The next is "Kiii," a fist, a handful.

This is the emblem for rice, within that for
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an inclosure. It represents as mucli rice as

can be inclosed in tlie hand.—a good metliod

of denoting the closed hand ov fist.

108.

The next is "Si," to examine minutely,

minutely.

The character below is the heart, and relates

either to the operations of the heart, or of the

mind or intellect. It occurs as often and ex-

tensively in one sense as the other. The em-

blem of rice is here used to represent that

which is minute, small, and the heart for the

mental operation.

109.

The next is " Ki," air, hreath, spirit, look, ap-

pearance.

The upper character here is the emblem of

the air ; and put here in combination with

rice, it refers to the operation of winnowing
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grain to separate tlie chaff, making a fine sym-
bol for the idea intended.

110.

The next character is " Ho," to measure.

I take the middle and principal portion of

this character to be a pile of wood, cut and
corded up. The small tops of trees above it,

in the ancient form, indicate the material

—

wood, and the branch beneath, the pole by
which it is measured. This rendering is con-

firmed by what follows.

111.

The next is "Tsie," to cut, to intercept (to

cut off).

h
This is th.Qpile of logs, the small tree char^

acter above, to denote the material, and an ax

or cutting instrument on the right.
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112.

The next is "Ti," a pheasmitP

The \oings above indicate a l)ird^ so that the

character may be translated a wood-pile hird,

as we say a lam-yard fowl. By contraction,

leaving oflf the wings, the lower part of the

character, supposed to be the picture of a

wood-pile^ then becomes the generic emblem
for gaUinaceous or " short-tailed " hirds^ the

domestic fowls, those that stray around the

wood-pile, as distinguished from birds in gen-

eral.

113.

The next is " Kwan," a sioan.

This is another modification of the same
sign, and from the appearance of the charac-

ters above, in the ancient form, I think it may
be rendered the fiower-pot hii^d.
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114.

The next is " Tsa," to mix, mixed, of all sorts.

This character, beside the emlDlem for galli-

naceous hirds or fowls, on the right, has on the

left a tree, with what plainly appears in the

ancient form to be birds hovering over it, thus

bringing into one view barnyard fowls and fly-

ing or soaring birds—in other words, birds of

all sorts.

115.

The next is "Lo," a netfor catching birds.

This has the same emblem for foid, with the

picture of a net above, and of a cord or rope

on the left. The emblem on the left, uniformly

employed for a cord, has in it the succession

of loops which indicates the hnotted cords, ori-

ginally used as records. At the end it is

divided into three strands.
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116.

The next is " Ho," quick^ to hasten.

TMs is rain albove, and afowl below. Any-

one wlio tas observed tbe sudden flight of hens

and chickens betaking themselves to shelter at

the commencement of a shower, will perceive

the aptness of this emblem of quickness.

117.

The next is " Ndn," lahorious^ pains^ trouble.

Here on the right, is the character for the

fowl., and on the left something which I take

to be a modification of the sun rising through

the trees^ and the emblem for country below.

See No. 131. The allusion may be to coch

crowing and sunrise., as emblematic of labori-

ous habits in field labor ; or the woodpHe
may be used in its proper meaning, as the re^

suit of hard labor.
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118.

The next is " Kiii," to examine, to observe, a

frightened look.

THs character unites two eyes, for a " briglit

look-out," with the emblem for afowl, an ani-

mal almost as renowned for its fearfulness as

the hare—hence we speak of a person as chich-

en-Tiearted. The staring look of a hen when
frightened, is very observable.

119.

The next is " K6," tofear, to he frightened,

to look about.

This is the same character, with a slight

addition at the bottom, which is either a hand

or a hough, perhaps as the object which in-

spires the fear.
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120.

The next is " Tsiien," afab li/rd.

#^

This is the emblem for a bird or fowl^ with

that for a how as the instrument for hunting.

It refers, probably, to game.

121.

The next is " Hi," a species of swallow.

This is the same character with the pre-

ceding, with the exception of the addition of

the emblem of a mountain, probably as the

place where this particular kind of bird is apt

to haunt, and where it has to be hunted.

It is obvious that, in relation to so minute a

matter as the habits of a particular kind of

bird, there is much room for mere conjecture,

and, perhaps, for mistake, in restoring the prim-

itive idea.
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122.

The next is "Ho," a Im-djhjing up Mgli.

This is the emHem of afoiol, and that of a

cover or sTied. The allusion may be to a fowl

flying up on a shed or house.

123.

The next character is " Siii," tJiat wliich is

necessary.

The lower part of this character is the tree^

and the upper part the regular emblem for

rain or state of the weather. . (See ISTo. 78.)

The allusion is to the necessity of moisture

from the heavens to vegetation.

124.

The next is " Leu," to flow d/rop hy drop^ to

dropfrom the eaves.

The lower part is the emblem of a state of
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the weather^ and tlie upper part that of a shed

or house.

125.

The next is " Ki6," to measure, to fix Umits.

f t
The lower part of the character is the regu-

lar emblem for cord, rope, st/ring. The part

on the right is an emblem for a hnife or sharp

instrument, and that on the left is the tree, with

a middle stroke for a blaze or cut as a land

mark. (See ISTos. 14, 15, TS.) The design is

that of measuring land and affixing limits.

126.

The next is " King," limits, boundaries, in-

firm.

This, it will be perceived by a comparison

with Nos. 14, 15, 73, 126, is an old tree Hazed
or mav-Tced, to denote a land-ma/rh or boundary.

The form is somewhat corrupted.
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127.

Tte character below is " U," an edifice^ a

liouse^ a cTiamher.

M
The upper part of this character denotes a

shelter or covering, as the emblem of a house ;

the lower part, the tree with the topmost

branch signalized, denotes lord or master ; the

two combined serving as a signal for a house or

residence.

-

A man's house is his castle, or dominion-—
that over which he is lord and master. (Com-

pare L. domus and dom-inus^ No symbol

could be better than this.

128.

The next is " Shang," holy, saint.

The tree below, denotes here, also, that

which is high, elevated, lordly. The charac-

ters above are a mouth and an ear, denoting

both command and the readiness to listen,

—

justice and mercy,—the character of a saint.
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129.

The next is " Tai," a tower, a terrace^ an

elevatedplace, an altar, yowr lordship.

This is formed of the. tree, with the topmost

hough signalized, and a cover, to denote an

edifice (see No. 12*7), with a 7nouth, and amr

other tree above for dignity and height. The
month gives lordly authority, and one of the

significations is your lordship.

130.

The next is " Tsin," to satwrate, to penet/rate-

The middle part of this character, in the

ancient form, is obviously th-e tree, with the

limbs hanging down. The other parts seem

to be the branches. The design is not very

clear, but probably relates to the pendent posi-

tion of the branches of a shrub when saturated

and dripping with rain.
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131.

The next character is " Tung," the east, the

eastern regions, orient.

X
This is the stin seen rising through the trees,

or 'behind a tree, and therefore in the horizon,

—a proper emblem for the east.

132.

The next is " Sho," to suck, to absorb, to

aspire.

^^ nt
This is composed of the former character to

denote the morning, the rising sun, and a branch

to denote vegetation, from 0hich the morning

sun absorbs the dew in exhalations—a beautiful

emblem.

133.

The next is " Tsao," order

:

This is the morning sun repeated, with the
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addition of the sun singly, to denote tlie regu-

lar succession of days caused by the successive

reappearance of the king of day—an ingenious

emblem of order or regularity. Tlie cbarac-

ter for " Kin," weather, air, omitted here, seems

to be a modification of the rising-sun sign.

134.

The next is " Chi," order, to a/rrange

:

Si ^
This is a row of trees, to denote regularity,

order, with the addition of a character for the

human foot, probably to denote progression.

135.

The next is " Shui," to scatter, prodigality,

great luxury : '^

By consulting the ancient form, it will be

perceived that the design here again is that of

a tree with a profusion of branches above, and

with something lying below, which is proba-
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bly a representation of fruit, as the emblem of

that which lies scattered over the ground.

136.

The following character is "Shang," to he

horn • life; to heget^ to produce^ to germinate :

m ^
By examining the ancient form, it will be

readily conceived that the design here is that

of a Pi^ee growing or pushing up out of the

ground, a goodi emblem, ot productioti, germi-

nation.

137.

The next is " Chan," to give hirih to a child,

to prodxice ; hon-se, family.

This is the same as the preceding, with the

addition of a cover, for the emblem of a house,

and something at the toj) which I take to be

a corrupted form of the character for a woman.

The design is obvious.
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138.

The next is " Tsdo," to give rise to, to invent,

to huild, to create, to go.

The character at top is that for birth, pro-

duction (see No. 136) ; below is a tnouth, and

at the bottom the man and tracks, the emblem
of progression. The design seems to h^ pro-

duction, and putting into progression by word

of mouth, as when one invents axidi promulgates,

or commands and causes to be done. It will be

seen that I have followed the modern form

here, rather than the ancient ; although by the

aid of the modern, the ancient becomes dis-

tinct.

139.

The next is '• Yung," the young or budding

horns of a deer
; young plants.

4
The lower part of the character here is the

emblem for an ear ; the upper part young
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shoots. This describes ear-sprouts, young
shoots growing out by the ear.

140.

The next character is " Je," a leaf, thin, sub-

tile, fine.

This is a tree with a hand for the branch or

leaf, or perhaps the rude delineation of a leaf

on a large scale. A leaf is a proper emblem of

what is thin.

141.

The next is " Yew," bland, soft, obedient,

supple.

This is also a tree, with long limbs, slender

and intertwined, to denote suppleness.

The number of characters which I have now
exhibited, and attempted to analyze, is 141,

embracing substantially all of the elementary

characters into which the tree emblem seems
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to enter. A few may liave escaped my observ-

ation ; and tliere are, perhaps, half a dozen, of

the symbolical signification of which I do not

yet feel sufficiently confident to venture a con-

jecture on the subject. If the solutions which

I have offered, prove in any good degree satis-

factory to the learned, then I have to state

that I am certain I should be able to give an

equally satisfactory account of most of the re-

maining emblems of the language, throughout

their composition in the elementary characters.

Each successive day of study, carried on in the

spirit of this kind of investigation, reveals new

facts and new beauties for the admiration of

the enthusiastic scholar. To my mind, this

method of inquiry raises the Chinese written

language from the condition of a huge inani-

mate mass, having to be lifted and carried, to

the dignity and interest of a living creature,

instinct with reason, which breathes and moves

by your side, as you journey on, imparting its

own stock of observations and ideas, to enliven

and'beguile the weariness of the way.

Let us endeavor to gain a neat and precise

idea of how much we have ali'eady accom-

plished. At first view, it might seem "that we
have rendered an account of only 141 charac-
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ters out of 30, 000, the whole body of the lan-

guage. But it must be observed that all the

characters which I have exhibited as yet, com-

plicated as some of them are, are components

or elements of other characters still more com-

plicated. Of these elementary characters, the

whole number does not exceed one thousand,

and at most a few hundreds. When this num-

ber of characters is once learned, the student

will never meet with any thing more than new
combinations^ never with forms or shapes

which are absolutely new to him. In exam-

ining a compound character, seen for the first

time, he will be able to perceive either the

appropriateness of the combination to express

the new shade of idea denoted by it, or the

whimsical want of appropriateness which may
have resulted from t}ie phonetic plan of form-

ing new characters, which has been already

explained, and which has certainly prevailed

among the compounds to a considerable ex-

tent; the memory finding substantial assistance

in either case,—from the association, or else,

so to speak, from the disassociation of ideas.

Now, the 141 characters just analyzed, form,

say one-eighth of the whole number of the

elementary characters of the language. If, by
6*
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acquiring only eight times as mucli as has been

exhibited in this slight exposition, of matter

similar in kind and in the interest which at-

tends the observation of the design which dic-

tated the forms of these early monuments of

human thought, the student of the Chinese

were to find himself at a point of advance-

ment beyond which he would never meet with

any new materials in the structure, but only

new adjustments of the old ones,—^it will be

readily perceived, I think, that the labor of ac-

quiring the Chinese language would be reduced

immensely. Though all this anticipation may
not be realized, I am already certain that a

close approximation of it may be attained.

It is again to be observed, that all those

characters which I have called elementary^ and

which were clearly constructed upon the ideo-

gra/pMc, and not on the phonetic principle^

while they are the oldest, are at the same

time the most common and the most useful

characters in the language. They correspond

in this respect precisely to the root-words of

the Sanscrit, the Greek, the German, the En-

glish, or other primitive languages, so that by
acquiring them the learner has acquired the

words of morefrequent occurrence in the Ian-
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guage, witli almost as mucli relative certainty

as could be obtained by elaborate calculations.

They are those words wbicli express the first

wants and observations of mankind, and recur

continually in all styles. They constitute the

nucleus of the language, and, when acquired,

the learner may feel that he has already pos-

sessed himself of the main citadel of the coun-

try which he is endeavoring to conquer.

In the next place, it is only by this prelim-

inary knowledge of the real ideographic power

and significance of each primitive symbol and

elementary, character of the language, that the

remaining question can be settled—viz. How
many of the compound characters, formed out

of them, have been constructed upon the same

principle, and how many upon the more mod-

ern phonetic contrivance ? In other words, it

is only by this means that the limits between

the ideographic and phonetic developement of

the language can be determined.

It has been assumed, as I have already ob-

served, that all the compound characters of

the language were constructed upon the phon-

etic principle, while the construction of the

elementary characters was left unaccounted

for. This theory disappears at once, however,

before a more definite knowledge of the struc-
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tiire and symbolic significance of the element-

aiy characters. Column after column of the

definitions of the compound characters stand

out, at once, as obvious and legitimate deduc-

tions from the combinations of the symbols of

which they consist. These compound charac-

ters thus picture forth the idea which attaches

to the word they represent, with an aptness and

fidelity which could never have resulted from a

mere chance aggregation of the parts, such as re-

sults necessarily from the phonetic contrivance.

The space to which I feel compelled to con-

fine myself, forbids my going extensively into

this branch of the investigation. The following

cases, however, will be sufficient to establish

the correctness of these positions, though not

to indicate the extent to which they hold good

;

and with them I will close the present essay.

" Hung," composed of the emblem of words

within that for an inclosure (see No. 68),

means noise, fracas, from a reference to the

reverberation of confused sound.

Combined then with the character for a

stone, it means tJie rushing noise of st07tes, as in

a stream of water.

Combined with the character for metal, it

means the 7ioise of a bell or brazen drum.

Combined with the character for leather, as
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the emblem, I presume, of a strap, which the

Chinese magistrates are in the habit of using

rather liberally, it means to interrogate a cul/prit^

inquisition^ or investigation^ and has reference,

probably, to punishment for the purpose of for-

cing a confession, and the howling or cries of

the victim.

Now, all these several different senses, except

the last, ai'e signified in the spoken language by
the same vocal syllable ; and, hence, the compo-

sition of the characters might be accounted for

on the phonetic theory, if all symbolic appro-

priateness were wanting. But how account for

a generic meaning running through the compo-

sition of the written characters, precisely simi-

lar in kind to that which attaches to the vocal

syllable, otherwise than by admitting that sym-

bolization presided over their formation ? No
one can reasonably doubt that it was the idea,

and not the soimd merely, which dictated the

composition of the characters in such a case,

—

in other words, that the compound characters

were made up upon the same plan as the so-

called simple or elementary characters which

we have previously examined. It is time

enough to resort to the phonetic solution
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when we fail to trace an ideographic reason

for the combinations under examination. I

will add a few other illustrations

:

"Tsa," the emblem of a thorny tree, signi-

fies thorns or thorny. (See ISfo. 39.)

Combined with the character for water, it

signifies in one pronunciation fi7)£ rain, and in

another to spot, as by sprinkling a liquid.

The connection bet^-een the idea of a sJia,rp

point, as of a tliorn or pin, and that which is

minute, as fine drops or small specks, is ob-

vious. To dot is nearly the same as to prick,

while dot, spot, speck, are the same.

Combined with the character for words, it

means a hiting reproach, a satire. The French

call this piquoterie, from piqiier, to prick ; and

the Grermans say stechehoort, for a sarcastic ex-

pression, from stechen, to prick.

Combined with the character for a knife, it

means to prick, to wound; an idea intimately

associated with that of a sharp point, as a

thorn.

Combined with the character for the heart,

it denotes to complain ; that is, to be pricked

or pained in the heart.

Combined with the character for sickness
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or disease^ it signifies tlie cMlls of fever, which

may not inaptly be regarded as a piercing or

prickling sensation of cold.

Combined with the character for traveling,

viz. a man astride, and tracks, it means to

hasten, quick ; the idea being pretty evidently

that of spurring on and quickening the mo-

tion of the traveler.

Combined with the character for a hamboo,

it also signifies to stimulate, to prick, the bam-

boo being a stick or instrument for thrusting,

punching, or goading.

Combined with the character for plants,

herbage, grass, it means also the same thing, to

prick, to wound, thorns. The relation of idea

here is testified to by the English word a

spear of grass, referring rather, perhaps,- to its

shape than to its actual ability to pierce.

Combined with the character for a hand, it

signifies to elect, to choose, that is to pick out.

This idea is quite cognate to that of pricking.

Thus, the French yQY\> piguer is related in form

to the English verb to pick, but in meaning to

the verb to prick. The original idea of selecting

or picking is that of thrusting forth the hand,

and hitting a particular object, by way of desig-

nating it as that upon which the choice falls.
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Let US, in the next place, take up " Pei, " a

character wWch I have expounded as denoting

a log of wood^ the tree cut off at loth ends (see

No. 13). Considered as an emblem, it denotes

the meaning of the spoken word which it

represents, which is hig. By way of illustrating

the mode of forming the compound characters,

I will also give all those into which this simple

character enters.

The first is " p6i," to fear^fearing, thus

:

y^ The right hand half is " pei," the log

'''fiS of wood, meaning Mg (see 'No. 13),

which we may assume as a general emblem for

the idea of big, fat, swelling / and the left

hand part is the contracted form of the emblem

for the heart, such as it always appears when
it comes on the side of the primitive or main

part of a compound character. The heart is

here what is called the radical, modifier, or

Icey of the character ; and the log of wood the

primitime, or so-called /»Aoweif*'c. The combina-

tion may be interpreted hig heart, an allusion

to the swelling sensation at the heart caused

hj fear, which is sometimes described as "the

heart coming up into the mouth."
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2.

The next is " p6i," obstruction of the intes-

tines, tlrns

:

The character to the left and above,

is the emblem for sickness, disease.

The compound maybe interpreted lig belly, in

allusion to the swelling caused by obstruction.

The next is " pei," a broadface, thus

:

^^A The primitive is here on the Jeft.

-^ The character on the right is the em-

blem for the hv/man head or face. The sym-

bolization isCompletely descriptive.

The next is " pei," the name of a city, thus

:

Tr?> The character on the right is the

V emblem of a citaj or inclosure. This

is equivalent to Big Town.

The next is "pei," aferocious animal, with

its hai/r sta/nding on endfrom rage, hair erect,

thus:

7
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=^ The primitive is here below ; tlie cliar-

acter above is tlie ewblem of long hair,

mane. The composition is sufficiently descrip-

tive—a big creatT^re with long or ejected hair.

The next is " p6i," a red horse, a swift horse,

greatly, thus

:

H—T' The' character on the left is the em-

md^ blem for a horse. Perhaps it would

not be taking too great a liberty to render

this symbol by the phrase " very much of a

horse."

The next is " pei," drunk, satiated, thus :

^ The character on the left is the em-

blem for wine. It is the rude imita-

tion of a wine-press. The idea is evidently

that of much wine, rather more tham, a moder-

ate charge. The ISTorth American Indians in

speaking English, say " big drunk."

8.

The next is " pei," to deswe a/rdentl/y, to he

a/mnoyed that, one carvnot obtai/n, what he desires,

thus:
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'•^M The character on, the left here is the

'''1-*^ tree. Probably it is here the emblem
offuel, and alludes in that manner to burning

desire / or some change may have taken place,

the character iov Jure not being very dissimilar.

In one case, it would be \kef/re-wood, as suggest-

ive of fire and heat ; and the other, wood and

fire, as still more descriptive of the same idea.

9.

The next is " pei," a Tdnd of wheat, the grain

of which splits or divides, thus

;

^rA"" The character on the left is the

emblem of wheat. The whole may
be rendered hig or double wheat.

10.

The next is " ^e\^''pottm-y not yet baked, thus

:

j_—P The character on the left is the em-

J^^^ blem for ea/rth. We have all heard of

the " big-bellied bottle ;" and as pottery most

frequently assumes the bulbous shape, and is

made of earth or clay, perhaps it could not be

more appropriately symbolized.
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11.

The next is " p6i," a young wolf^ thus

:

The character on the left is inter-

changed with the radical, which

means a dog. A small or young
wolf might properly enough be symbolized

as a hig dog, or, more probably, the dog-

emblem is applicable to all canine animals, of

which the wolf is a lig specimen.

12.

The next two compounds are " p6i," both
meaning foetus, recent pregnancy, to he preg-

nant.

The character on the left of the first of these

compounds is the emblem of a womcm; that
on the left of the second is the emblem of

flesh or meat. The primitive signifying hig,

the symbolization is descriptive and obvious.
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13.

The next is " pei," strong^ i^oitist, courageous.

^^r TMs is the emblem for big, united

'-^ with that for a man—a good symbol

for the idea.

14.

The next is " pei," the noise of spitting, dis-

pute, qua/rrd.

rfjT 'I'^^^ ^s ^% ^^^ ^ mo^hth—quite a sug-

•4i gestion of the idea.

15.

The last is " Wai," la/me, crooked, ohUque.

The character below (reckoning the

middle stroke as belonging to it) is

the emblem for the hwrrumfoot (leav-

ing the upper part contracted in a manner in

which it often appears to be). The symboli-

zation is, therefore, almost identical with the

English club-foot.
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